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The 5 elements of a good democracy 
Final result of the 1st mobility of “Bricks and Sharing: let’s build a common 

democracy” 
After several rounds of discussions, we, participants of the 1st mobility of this Erasmus+ project, have 
established the 5 elements that we believe to be fundamental to live within a good democracy. 

We gave them a definition and identified 2 “indicators” for each element: each national group will use 
these indicators to calculate the level of democracy of its own country by preparing a video that we will be 
shown in the 2nd phase of this Erasmus+ project, in Italy. 

The 5 elements are: free elections, pluralism, human rights, active civil society, division of power, as they 
follow: 

1) Free elections  

Everyone who has reached the age of majority and possesses citizenship can vote or be voted for 
government formation. 
Everyone can choose to vote the person to represent him/her. 
The State must respect the opinion of all people. 
Every party and every candidate must have the same opportunities for campaigning. 
There must be independent committees, including international ones, to monitor the election 
transparency. 

Indicators: 

a. The possibility for citizens abroad to vote: how much does the State take into account this aspect? 
b. The possibility for independent committees to participate (yes/no, how many?) 

 

2) Pluralism 

Pluralism is the richness of diversities and minorities in a governing system. 
It is not seen only in political atmosphere but also in the public life of individuals. 
It literally means “mixing of minorities and diversities in a same area and contributing the local and general 
governing system”. 

Indicators: 

a. The presence of two or more independent parties with different ideologies (yes/no) 
b. The presence of public mechanisms to promote the coexistence of diversities. 

 
 

3) Human rights 

A good democracy respects and preserves the human rights of its people, as they are defined in the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights proclaimed in 1948. 
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All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights, without distinction of any kind, such as race, 
colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other 
status.  
Rights concern, for instance, life, liberty, security, the protection from slavery and torture, the recognition 
in front of the law with an effective remedy, avoiding arbitrary condemnations, the freedom of movement 
and residence, to have a nationality, to marry, to own property, the freedom of thoughts… 

Indicators: 

a. Human rights have to be specified in the Constitution of the given country which indicates whether 
they are at least de iure implemented and respected.  

b. The presence of education on human rights in schools, since the beginning (Yes/no) 
 

4) Active civil society 

Active civil society is a third power along with government and business which allows people to self-
organize themselves in different kinds of organizations and associations, inspired by common values. 
Through their recognition it is possible to create a dialogue between people and political decision makers. 
Active civil society is, generally, the care of the defense of the following principles: human rights, pluralism, 
free elections and division of powers. 

Indicators: 

a. Are associations recognized? How many associations are there? How many people are involved? 
b. What’s the level of the autonomy (which kind of support the state gives to the associations?)? The 

amount of financial fund? Physical space and mediatic space given? 
 

5) Division of powers 

We define the division of powers as a tool to avoid that only one part of the society will be represented, or 
to concentrate all powers into a small amount of individuals. 
To actuate this, the power must be divided into three different and independent branches: executive, 
legislative and judicial. 
The democratic institutions also should provide to divide power into territorial and local department to 
avoid a central accumulation. 

Indicators: 

a. Does a power have the ability to influence or control another power? Are the three organizations 
independent from each other? 

b. How many people are truly having power confronted to all the representatives? Is the opposition 
truly able to oppose the majority? Are the ministers out of any possibility of conflict of interests in 
their area of governance? Can the judicial power truly judge individuals independently on their 
status? Are the people owning power of the same ideology? 

 


